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Donation Acceptance Policy – Centre for European Progression AISBL 
 
 
The Centre for European Progression is an international non-governmental and non-
profit organisation. Fair and transparent donations mean an important source of 
income for our association. Our organisation will refrain from providing advice about 
any tax related issues or other treatment of gifts and will encourage donors to seek 
guidance from their own professional advisors to assist them in the process of making 
their donations. The following guidelines are published here only to inform our 
prospective donors about the considerations behind our decisions to accept gifts and 
donations.  
 
Acceptance of any contribution, gift or grant is at the discretion of the Board of Centre 
for European Progression AISBL (hereinafter: the Board). The Board will not accept 
any gift unless it can be used or expended consistently with the purpose and mission 
of the Centre for European Progression.  
 
This policy applies to standard donations, such as cash or publicly traded securities. 
Non-standard donations, such as gifts of in-kind services will be accepted at the 
discretion of the Board.  
 
The Centre for European Progression will respect the intent of the donor relating to 
gifts for restricted purposes and those relating to the desire to remain anonymous. 
With respect to anonymous gifts, our organisation will restrict information about the 
donor to only those staff members with a need to know. If the donation is not made 
anonymously, then the name of the donor and the fact of the donation can be 
mentioned at the website of the organisation as well as in publicly accessible 
transparency registers.  
 
Donation will not be accepted particularly if under any reasonable set of 
circumstances the gift would jeopardize the donor’s financial security, the source is 
not transparent for our organisation, the intended purpose is not in conformity with 
those of the organisation. 
 
In case of termination of our organisation, any remaining and legally available 
amounts of previous donations shall be transferred to other organisations with 
similar goals. The selection of such organisations shall be made together with the 
original donors inasmuch as possible.  
 


